Developmental profile and regulation of the glycolytic enzyme hexokinase 2 in normal brain and glioblastoma multiforme.
Highly proliferating cells, normal or transformed, undergo aerobic glycolysis whereby glucose is metabolized to lactate rather than by oxidative metabolism, even in the presence of oxygen. This metabolic adaptation provides a survival advantage and facilitates synthesis of biosynthetic precursors required for continued cellular proliferation. An important mediator of aerobic glycolysis is our demonstration that in malignant gliomas there is over-expression of the glycolytic enzyme hexokinase 2 (HK2), phosphorylating glucose as the first step of the glycolytic pathway. In contrast, normal brain preferentially expresses HK1 and undergoes oxidative glucose metabolism. In this study, we examine whether this switch in HK isoform also occurs in the developing embryo and central nervous system (CNS). Bioinformatic analysis of available microarray data, including that of The Cancer Genome Atlas, demonstrated a ~17% overlap in metabolic-related genes in blastocyst stage embryo and human GBM tissue, including upregulation of HK2 and downregulation of HK1. Quantitative RT-PCR on mouse brains isolated at different embryonic and postnatal development time-points demonstrated HK2 expression was highest in the early embryo, while HK1 expression increased with CNS maturation. The downstream glycolytic enzymes PKM2 and LDHA had similar temporal profiles as HK2. Expression of the HK2 isoform was due in part to epigenetic regulation of HK2. In support, adult normal human brain and the few human GBM cell lines with low HK2 expression had methylation of CpG islands within intron 1 of HK2. In contrast, developing human fetal brain and GBM tissue expressing HK2 demonstrated significantly lower percent methylation. Furthermore, treatment of GBM cells lacking HK2 with 5-aza-2-deoxycytidine restored HK2 transcript expression. Overall, our results demonstrate that proliferative states including the developing embryo and malignant gliomas, which rely on aerobic glycolysis, preferentially express the HK2 isoform, found to be regulated in part epigenetically.